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Let's Go, Level 1
FCE Result
Four completely new practice tests for the CPE exam.

Cambridge English First Masterclass
The Longman Exams Skills series is for students preparing for the First Certificate
and Proficiency exams. The books in each set provide through preparation for each
of the papers with lots of practice based on real exam tasks.

Metaphor and Metonymy revisited beyond the Contemporary
Theory of Metaphor
A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in exam skills and
high-level language development. Each unit contains three double-page lessons
ensuring flexibility, even pacing and progress. Interactive software, downloadable
from a URL in the Student's Book, provides activities for practice of exam skills,
grammar and vocabulary. (Mac users must pre-install Adobe Air and Java in order
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to run this software). Exercises and examples tackle areas that Proficiency
students often find challenging. Audio for the Student's Book listening exercises is
available as part of a separate Student's Book Pack, or separately.

New Proficiency Writing
Objective Proficiency Workbook Without Answers with Audio
CD
Another title in this popular series of 'Tests that teach', designed to help improve
students' exam performance and increase language competence at Proficiency
level. Fully Revised for the Cambridge ESOL Proficiency 2013 exam, there is now
an option to buy this testbuilder to include access to Macmillan Practice Online.

Cambridge English: Proficiency (CPE) Masterclass: Student's
Book with Online Skills and Language Practice Pack
Successful Writing
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The world's favorite children's series, fully revised with brand new components!

Proficiency Masterclass
The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language
The contemporary design and updated material in this revised edition will motivate
students preparing for the 2015 Cambridge English: First exam. The exams skills
training activities and tips give students confidence when approaching FCE tasks.
The Student's Book includes access to an online practice test, as well as Online
Skills Practice, to give learners plenty of support outside class.

Upstream Proficiency C2 Workbook
Fun and adventure on every page with Olly and Molly the course guides, and Fun
Facts that will amaze young learners! Colourful double-page spread starts every
topic and draws learners in. Clear skills goals and learning outcomes form
strategies for learner independence throughout. Consistent unit structure focuses
on core practical skills and is easy to navigate. Workbook pages (two per unit) are
included at the back of the Student Book / Workbook.
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First Certificate Masterclass
Vibrant design with high-impact visuals keeps students motivated. Integrated
dictionary skills work encourages independent study. Regular 'How to do it' boxes
teach students how to approach exam tasks. Workbook Resource Pack MultiROM
provides access to two online CAE practice tests with interactive support. Teacher's
Pack includes Assessment Booklet with DVD and a Using Dictionaries booklet.

Listening and Speaking, Level 1
Cambridge English Proficiency 2 contains four complete and authentic examination
papers for Cambridge English: Proficiency, also known as Cambridge Certificate of
Proficiency in English (CPE). This collection of examination papers provides the
most authentic exam preparation available. These examination papers allow
candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and
to practise useful examination techniques. Audio CDs containing the exam
Listening material, a Student's Book with answers, and a Student's Book with
answers with downloadable Audio are available separately.

Matrix
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The new multi-level exam preparation series for Cambridge ESOL exams which
inspires students to better exam results.

New Progress to Proficiency. Self-study Student's Book. With
answers
Objective Proficiency Second edition provides official preparation for the revised
2013 Cambridge English: Proficiency exam, also known as Certificate of Proficiency
in English (CPE). A variety of challenging, lively topics provide thorough training in
exam skills and high-level language development. Each unit contains three doublepage lessons ensuring flexibility, even pacing and progress. This motivating
material is also suitable for high-level students keen to improve their general
English. The Workbook without answers provides opportunities for further practice
of new language and exam skills either at home or in the classroom. The CD
contains the audio material for the Workbook listening tasks.

Common Mistakes at Proficiencyand How to Avoid Them
«This workbook aims at examining and practicing different writing techniques
working on different text-types which mostly appear here in the form of articles,
letters and brochures. Prior to the proper use of a writing technique, it is important
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both to recognize the purpose of the source text and to clarify the predominant
function that the text vehicles. With regard to this, a complex but practical analysis
is provided by Jakobson’s model of communication, which explains communication
by means of six factors and related communicative functions».

CPE Use of English Examination Practice
Expressive Techniques
Popular features improved and updated in response to feedback from Matrix users.
Systematic building of key vocabulary to cover up-to-date exam topics. Effective
production: speaking practice in every lesson on a wide range of topics, and stepby-step guidance for writing a variety of text types. Grammar knowledge checked
and activated in use. Strong focus on culture. Exam tips, techniques, and practice
of exam-type tasks to give students confidence in the exam.

CPE Practice Tests
Objective Proficiency contains twenty short units providing a wide range of
challenging topics and offering lively yet systematic preparation for the Proficiency
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exam. Ten lessons focus on the Paper 3 summary task, building up appropriate
skills gradually. Authentic language examples taken from the Cambridge
International Corpus illustrate a wide range of real English usage. The course is
written by experienced examiners who have an in-depth knowledge of the
Proficiency exam, and contains material informed by the Cambridge Learner
Corpus which shows typical mistakes and areas of difficulty for candidates at
Proficiency level.

The Nelson Proficiency Course
Proficiency Masterclass
For students taking the advanced Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English
exam. In response to popular demand, this new Workbook has been prepared for
use with the best-selling Proficiency Masterclass course.

New Proficiency Testbuilder Student Book + Key Pack
IELTS Masterclass trains students in broad academic skills and develops thinking
strategies.
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The Routledge Handbook of Metaphor and Language
Cambridge English Proficiency 2 Student's Book without
Answers
IELTS Masterclass
Combines systematic training in exam techniques and thorough development of
advanced level language skills.

Advanced Masterclass CAE
The contributions in this volume go beyond the Contemporary Theory of Metaphor
complementing it in a number of relevant ways. Some of the papers argue for a
more dynamic, interdisciplinary approach to metaphor looking into it from
semiotic, psychological and socio-cultural perspectives. Other contributions focus
on the crucial role played by metaphor and metonymy in meaning construction at
a discourse/textual level. Finally, the volume also includes proposals which revolve
around the alleged universal nature of metaphorical mappings and their suitability
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to account for grammatical phenomena. The contributions in this volume display
an ample gamut of theoretical approaches pointing to the viability of taking a
functional-cognitive stance on the analysis of metaphor and metonymy in contrast
to a purely cognitive one. This book is structured into three major sections: i) the
Contemporary Theory of Metaphor: revisions and recent developments; ii)
metaphor and/or metonymy across different discourse/genre types; and iii) the
Contemporary Theory of Metaphor: current applications. Originally published in
Review of Cognitive Linguistics 9:1 (2011).

Objective Proficiency Student's Book With Answers
CAE Result!
English File - Beginner
Covers all the new task types for the revised 2013 exam Online Skills and
Language Practice pack Strong focus on contextualised grammar and vocabulary
Writing guide with writing improvement tasks Over 150 skills-training, exampractice, vocabulary and grammar exercises to do online Grammar reference
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section by expert George Yule

English for Life
This grammar for the 21st century combines clear grammatical principles with nontechnical explanations of all terms and concepts used.

Objective Proficiency Workbook with answers
Grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary practice for every unit Extra vocabulary More Words to Learn Check What You Know

The Cumulative Book Index
The Routledge Handbook of Metaphor and Language provides a comprehensive
overview of state-of-the-art interdisciplinary research on metaphor and language.
Featuring 35 chapters written by leading scholars from around the world, the
volume takes a broad view of the field of metaphor and language, and brings
together diverse and distinct theoretical and applied perspectives to cover six key
areas: Theoretical approaches to metaphor and language, covering Conceptual
Metaphor Theory, Relevance Theory, Blending Theory and Dynamical Systems
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Theory; Methodological approaches to metaphor and language, discussing ways of
identifying metaphors in verbal texts, images and gestures, as well as the use of
corpus linguistics; Formal variation in patterns of metaphor use across text types,
historical periods and languages; Functional variation of metaphor, in contexts
including educational, commercial, scientific and political discourse, as well as
online trolling; The applications of metaphor for problem solving, in business,
education, healthcare and conflict situations; Language, metaphor, and cognitive
development, examining the processing and comprehension of metaphors. The
Routledge Handbook of Language and Metaphor is a must-have survey of this key
field, and is essential reading for those interested in language and metaphor.

Proficiency Masterclass
New Matrix: Intermediate: Workbook
A set of four complete practice tests for the Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in
English exam.

Proficiency Practice Tests
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The highly successful course for ambitious Cambridge FCE candidates.

Cambridge English Proficiency Masterclass
Focuses on the real mistakes students make in the Proficiency exam and shows
how to avoid them.

CAE Result:: Workbook Resource Pack with Key
Proficiency Masterclass: Student's Book
Systematic preparation for the revised Certificate of Proficiency in English
examination (2002) and thorough development of advanced language skills.

The British National Bibliography
New English File
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting
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students talkingEnglish File, fourth edition, has been built on tried and trusted
methodology and contains uniquely motivating lessons and activities that
encourage students to discuss topics with confidence.NEW TO THIS EDITIONNew
and updated texts, topics, and listenings, based on feedback from English File
teachersEach Student Book comes with access to new Online Practice, providing
learners with extra practice and activities for each FileOnline Practice includes new
Sound Bank videos, with the unique opportunity to watch a native speaker
pronounce the sound, and new interactive videos where students can take part in
the drama themselvesNew video listening activities are integrated into each evennumbered File. These short documentaries and dramas make class time more
dynamic and excitingThe Classroom Presentation Tool shows the course content on
screen, making it easier for you to deliver engaging lessonsTeacher's Resource
Centre allows you to manage all English File resources and download teaching
materials in one place.Find out more here
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